
Chapter 5519 

 

Maria was quite curious when she heard Charlie say that as long as she took 

the elixir, her migraine could be cured. 

She knew that her migraine was because of him, 

So she also wanted to know what Charlie could do to cure her symptoms 

without sending spiritual energy to her. 

At this time, Charlie took out a blood-scattering heart-saving pill from his 

pocket. 

And this pill is an enhanced version that was later refined with the Taizhen 

Dao cauldron. 

Charlie looked at this elixir, and introduced it to the two of them, 

“This is a panacea that I got by accident a long time ago.” 

“I dare not say that it can bring the dead back to life, but it will cure all 

diseases.” 

He said with a bit of distress, “It’s just that there are not many left of this pill, 

So I have to save it, take half of it at a time, oh no, a quarter of it is enough.” 

After finishing speaking, he looked at Claudia, and asked her “Is there a fruit 

knife?” 

“Yes!” Claudia quickly took a fruit knife and handed it to him. 



Charlie put the pill on the table, carefully cut off a quarter, 

Then handed it to Maria, saying, “Cathy, eat these pills, you should be all right 

soon.” 

Maria was a little skeptical. 

She felt that there was a high probability that Charlie’s elixir was not obtained 

by accident, 

As he said, but it was more likely that he refined it himself. 

However, although she knew that Charlie mastered spiritual energy, 

She was not sure whether the elixir refined by him was reliable, 

So she asked him carefully, “Brother Charlie, do I have to eat this elixir?” 

“Yes, Eat it directly.” Charlie nodded, and urged, 

“Eat it quickly, you will be fine after you finish eating.” “ 

Okay…” Maria picked up the elixir, looked at it for a moment, and put it in her 

mouth. 

The elixir melts in the mouth, and the pure power of the medicine immediately 

turns into a warm current, 

Which spreads all over the body with the blood flow. 

Immediately afterward, all the warm currents gathered in her brain, 

As if the pain switch of the brain was instantly turned off, and all the pain 

disappeared in an instant! 



Maria was shocked immediately, and sighed in her heart, 

“I didn’t expect that Charlie could really make elixirs!” 

“And it’s such a powerful elixir! I only took a quarter of it and it healed the 

damage he caused to me.” 

“This elixir’s medicinal properties are really amazing…” 

Claudia on the side asked Maria curiously at this moment, 

“Cathy, how do you feel? Is this pill effective?” 

Maria withdrew her thoughts and pretended to be excited and said in shock, 

“My head doesn’t hurt at all…” 

After that, she looked up at Charlie, and said excitedly, 

“Brother Charlie, your elixir is too powerful!” 

Knowing that this quarter of a pill can definitely cure Maria’s headache. 

But he also knew very well in his heart that Maria was a girl who had seen the 

world. 

She must know something about aura if she could have that ring and be 

remembered by the Lord of the Warriors Den. 

What he needs to worry about most now is that, 

She must not use this elixir to guess that he is the benefactor who saved her in 

Northern Europe. 

So, Charlie casually said, “I bought this pill from Antique Street because of my 

sheer luck.” 



Maria also guessed what he meant by saying that, and couldn’t help sighing, 

“It would be great if I could buy some more such powerful pills and keep them 

just in case.” 

Charlie nodded, if he carried the blood-scattering and heart-saving pill with 

him, 

It would indeed save his life at critical moments, 

Warnia was almost killed in Japan back then, 

But she survived only because of the blood-scattering rescue pill he gave at 

that time. 

As soon as he thought of this, he suddenly thought that if the earl of the 

Warriors Den really came to Aurous Hill, 

Maria would be in danger, but for Charlie, once the earl of the Warriors Den 

came to Aurous Hill, 

He would definitely put all the energy spent into protecting his grandparents 

and his family, 

And by then, he might not have time to take care of Maria. 

At that time, Maria may only be able to ask for more blessings for herself. 

Thinking of this, Charlie pondered for a moment, handed the remaining elixir 

to her, and said, 

“I think there is a high probability that you still haven’t adapted to Aurous 

Hill’s environment,” 

“Maybe you will have this kind of migraine again in the future,” 



“I am giving the rest of the pill to you. And you should keep it for 

emergencies.” 

Seeing Charlie hand over the elixir, Maria was startled. 

She knew that the elixir that Charlie gave her was absolutely extraordinary, 

And it was already a great favor to be able to get half of it. 

Moreover, Charlie had been laying the groundwork for so long and kept 

saying that this elixir was very precious, 

So Maria could understand it. 

It can be seen that Charlie originally didn’t plan to give the remaining pills to 

her. 

However, right now Charlie suddenly handed over the pill, which caught Maria 

by surprise. 

After regaining her senses, she quickly waved her hand and said, 

“Brother Charlie, your elixir is so precious, I can’t take it…” 

Charlie looked at her, and suddenly felt a little pity for her in his heart. 

It was already very difficult to hide away from Warriors Den after a near-death 

encounter, 

But it is possible that not long after she came to Aurous Hill, 

It is very likely that she could be found and traced again. 

So, he laughed at himself and said, “It’s precious, but it’s just that.” 



“I’m selling melons and boasting. It’s already cut up and it’s not easy to store. 

You should keep it. “ 

At this moment, Maria saw the pity hidden in Charlie’s eyes. Was it for her? 

At this time, Claudia on the side didn’t know how precious this pill was, 

But only knew that Charlie was kind to Maria, so she said, 

“Yes, Cathy, just take this medicine, tomorrow the military training is about to 

start,” 

“If you are suffering from migraines again, you will not be able to hold on 

anymore,” 

“You keep this medicine, and if you have a headache again,” 

“You can take another quarter.” 

Charlie also insisted, “Cathy, Claudia is right, you should keep this elixir first,” 

“After all, you may need it more than me, and if Claudia needs it,” 

“You can also give it to her, which is more protection for both of you.” 

 


